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A preference for chili pepper can be an acquired taste. The contrast between

a chili lover and a hater illustrates the complexities involved in forming an

appreciation for food that evokes a fiery pain sensation. This narrative review

aims to understand the factors behind chili pepper preference formation across

the life course and how individual chili pepper preferences can impact eating

behaviors and dietary intake. This reviewwas conducted using three databases,

yielding 38 included articles. Results suggest five determinants of chili pepper

preferences: culture, exposure, gender, genetics, and personality. Collective

findings indicate that the strongest influences on preference acquisition

include the individual environment from childhood to adulthood and repeated

exposure to spicy flavors. With frequent exposure to spicy food, the perceived

burn becomes less intense. Culture also influences exposure to chili peppers,

with the highest consumption patterns seen within Mexico and some Asia

countries. Additionally, males reported having a stronger preference for spicy

foods than females. Twin studies illustrated that genetics influenced spicy

taste preferences, underscoring the complexity of developing individual taste

preferences. As for the impact of capsaicin-containing food on individual

eating behaviors and dietary behaviors, appetite e�ects depend on the dose of

capsaicin consumed, but three studies found a change in sensory desires for

sweet and fatty foods after finishing a capsaicin-containing dish. Inconsistent

results were reported for chili pepper’s e�ects on hunger and satiety after

consumption, but changes in specific food desires were observed. The impact

of chili pepper on appetite and calories consumed was inconsistent, but

the greater amount of capsaicin ingested, the greater the e�ect. Capsaicin’s

potential to be used for weight control needs to be further reviewed. In

conclusion, evidence suggests that chili pepper preferences may be linked to

innate and environmental aspects such as an individual’s culture, gender, and

genetics. Extrinsic factors like repeated exposure may increase the liking for

spicy foods.
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Introduction

Chili pepper, a globally known spice that has been around for centuries, has no fat

or calories but remains very flavorful. In 2018, the global pepper market was estimated

at 4.1 billion dollars, with the highest consumption rates in Viet Nam, India, and the

US (1). Spicy food trends are especially on the rise in the US, where an estimated
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59% of consumers aged 18–34 prefer very spicy foods and

demand a greater variety of spicy foods (2). Liking the spice

from chili peppers is unusual compared to other foods because

it elicits a pain response. This burning sensation comes from the

compound capsaicin, which is detected by the body as a chemical

irritant (3). Capsaicin activates the heat receptor TRPV1, a

receptor on sensory nerve endings located not only in the mouth

but across the whole body. The spicy sensation from capsaicin

is not a flavor or taste but an irritant recognized within a pain

pathway (4). TRPV1 is a part of thermoregulation, which allows

humans to detect the burn of spicy foods, regulate core body

temperature, and sense external temperature (5). Capsaicin is

a part of a group of irritants that elicit a sensation of burning

or tingling called chemesthesis. Chemesthesis is the detection of

various chemicals by chemically sensitive pain and temperature

receptors and is not recognized by the senses as taste or smell.

This irritation by noxious chemicals stimulates the free nerve

endings of the trigeminal nerve (CN V) in the oral cavity, the

glossopharyngeal nerve (CN IX) in the back of the tongue,

and the vagus nerve (CN X) in the airways and esophagus (6).

Other examples of irritants similar to capsaicin include ginger,

black pepper, wasabi, horseradish, or carbon dioxide from soda

(7). Capsaicin may be an irritant but has been recognized as a

potential anti-cancer agent and an anti-obesity compound (8).

Its medicinal effects have also been linked to reduced satiety, and

energy intake, (9) decreased abdominal fat and body weight (10),

suggesting weight control benefits.

When consuming capsaicin from a pepper, the perceived

hotness will depend on the type of pepper. The heat level of

hot peppers is quantified using the Scoville scale in Scoville

Heat Units (SHU) (11). Scoville Heat Units are determined

based on a sugar water dilution process. The unit is in reference

to how many times pepper had to be diluted for the burn

to be undetectable. A bell pepper has a Scoville level of 0,

a jalapeño pepper is ranked at around 4,000 units, and a

ghost pepper is ranked at 1,041,000 units. The higher the

units, the spicier the pepper. Since 1917, new methodologies

have been used to quantify the pungency from capsaicin

which is not as tedious as the sugar dilution process. For

example, gas-liquid chromatography, gas chromatography, and

gas chromatography-mass spectrometry are more common and

reliable methods used today, but SHU is still used as a common

reference point for the spiciness or pain from a pepper (12, 13).

Not only do we sense pain, but consuming capsaicin also

involves temporal aspects. A spicy dish can be perceived as

more or less spicy depending on the timing of the consumption.

Sensitization occurs with rapid, repetitive consumption of spicy

compounds within minutes and can cause the perceived burn of

hot spices to seem spicier. Desensitization develops when there

is a rest of at least 2.5 to 5min and may last up to 24 h after

the delayed ingestion of hot spice and can cause the perceived

intensity of the spicy food to decrease (14, 15). Neurons become

unresponsive in an extended refractory state of recovery from

capsaicin and other spicy compounds (16). Therefore, having

a spicy dish for lunch and having the leftovers for dinner

can mean the same dish can be perceived as less spicy. These

temporal aspects are important to consider when evaluating

studies investigating spicy stimuli.

There are many theories behind spicy food preference

acquisition that attempt to explain the variations in chili pepper

or general spicy food popularity across regions and individuals.

The thermoregulation theory proposes that the physiological

response of sweating that occurs after eating a hot pepper helps

consumers cool off in a hot climate (17). The antimicrobial

theory postulates that general spices have been added to foods in

hot climates to eliminate pathogens and provide health benefits

(18). Bromham et al. disagree with this theory and claim that

there is little evidence that spice consumption in hot countries

reduces infection risk after evaluating the socioeconomic status,

health-related statistics, and spice use in 93 countries (19).

Another hypothesis regarding spicy preferences focuses on the

personality of the consumers. The thrill-seeking theory suggests

that those with adventurous personalities, driven by intense

sensations or thrills, have a higher preference for spicy food or

chili pepper (20). These theories, however, do not explain the

extreme contrast between spicy food haters and spicy food likers,

as well as the ability to grow a preference for the burn over

time. Examples of extreme chili likers can be found in Mexico

and many Asian countries. Some Mexican villagers claim that if

they go too long without chili pepper, they crave it (21). In India,

chili is the most consumed spice (22), and other Asian countries

report 2.5–8 g daily chili pepper consumption per person (23),

higher than American consumption, which is estimated to be at

1 g or less per person per day (23, 24). On the other hand, chili-

dislikers in Japan and Europe do not feel that hot spices enhance

the flavor of a dish, emphasizing the global contrast in spicy food

preferences (25).

Genetics may also play a role in chili pepper preferences.

The perceived intensity of the compound 6-n-propylthiouracil

(PROP) has been used in research to provide insight into

individual genetic sensitivity to bitter foods such as cruciferous

vegetables, coffee, alcohol, or pungent spices such as capsaicin

(26). The TAS2R38 gene has been shown to associate with

PROP bitterness perception; however, capsaicin associates with

PROP taster status but not TAS2R38 polymorphisms (27).

Those who do not taste PROP are referred to as non-tasters

and have fewer bitter taste receptors. In contrast, those who

taste the bitterness of PROP are referred to as tasters (28).

The extent to which these genetic variations influence taste

perception for spicy foods, however, is not as clear. To address

the gap in understanding how chili pepper preferences develop

and the potential dietary consequences of spicy food intake,

this narrative review explores two questions: (1) What factors

influence chili pepper taste preferences during the life course?

(2) How do preferences for chili pepper relate to overall

dietary intake?
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TABLE 1 What factors influence chili pepper taste preferences during the life course?

Author Setting, n Objective Experimental components Key findings

Rozin and

Schiller (21)

US, Mexico,

n= 395

To evaluate possible explanations that

may account for the development of a

liking for chili pepper

Chili pepper/capsaicin threshold,

tolerance, and detection tests,

interviews investigating chili pepper

habits, preference tests for spicy

snacks, and observations during

mealtime in Mexican villager homes

American chili likers have a higher detection

threshold for chili than dislikers (X= 8.04 for

chili likers vs. X=7.44 for chili neutral/

dislikers). Slight, non-significant difference

between Mexican (8.31 log2) and American

(7.31 log2) thresholds. The correlation

between tolerance and 5–16 years in age for

Mexican subjects was r = 0.41, p < 0.05.

Other age groups did not showcase

significant threshold values

Guido et al. (29) Italy, n= 203 To better define the relationships

between both health and

environmental factors on food

preferences

5-point hedonic scale, demographic

questionnaires

There is a trend for age and spicy food

preferences; increasing age is associated with

decreased spice preferences (.095 preference

units, P < 0.001)

Rozin et al. (30) US, n= 100 To determine the role of

desensitization in preference

acquisition

Threshold, salivary response, and

sensitivity tests for capsaicin stimulus

and chili liking questionnaires

Desensitization is a naturally occurring

response following spicy food consumption

but is not the leading cause of flavor

preference formation. Those who have

increased preferences for chili pepper have

increased thresholds for it, F (2.44)= 5.00, p

< 0.025

Rozin et al. (31) US= 40 To determine if there is a relationship

between liking and frequency, recent

exposure and general chili pepper

experience

Quantitative pleasure-ratings for

varying spice degrees of cheese potato

crackers, 5-point hedonic scale and

chili-liking questionnaire

The hedonic report in the 1st min (when

cracker flavor is still pleasant is enhanced by

the presence of the burn). In slight-chili

pepper likers, only weak burns produce this

effect, and as liking increases, the level of

burn that enhances the flavor increases

Lawless et al. (32) US, n= 32 To determine if the capsaicin

irritation would impact the perceived

intensity of an olfactory stimulus and

to determine the extent to which

capsaicin irritation interferes with the

flavor identification in groups with

varying experiences with chili pepper/

capsaicin

Hot pepper liking and habit

questionnaires, perceived intensity

ratings, and identification task in a

capsaicin or ethanol treatment trail

Chili likers perceive the burn of capsaicin as

one-third less intense (x= 5.8) than

non-eaters (x= 15.0). Negative correlation

between burn intensity and consumption

frequency scores (ρ =−0.60, p < 0.001)

Composite chili pepper use and liking score

(p= 0.52, p < 0.01). Perceived intensities for

sucrose, NaCl, citric acid, and quinine

decreased in capsaicin treatment trail for

both chili pepper eaters and non-eaters F [1,

26]= 23.66

Logure and Smith

(33)

US, n= 303 To identify if there are specific

characteristics in humans that could

predict individual food preferences

Questionnaires assessing food

preferences, personality, and

demographics

Males had a stronger preference for chili than

females. M(SE) for women 4.9(0.2) and males

5.7(0.2), p ≤ 0.05. Correlation between age

and chili food preferences (r = 0.14, p≤ 0.05)

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

Author Setting, n Objective Experimental components Key findings

Rozin et al. (34) US, n= 144 To verify the role of genetic factors in

food preferences within monozygotic

(MZ) and dizygotic (DZ) twins

Chili pepper, food attitude, and food

preference questionnaires and

comparison analysis within twin

groups and random subject pairing

The only significantly detectable food

preference difference between twin types was

for preferred degree of hotness/ spicy in

foods in monozygotic twins than dizygotic

twins (MZ r = 0.44 DZ r=−0.08)

Nolden and

Hayes (35)

US, n= 82 To generate a fixed dose-response

curve function for varying

concentrations of capsaicin to use in

later spicy evaluation experiments

while also differentiating how

intensity ratings and liking for

capsaicin may differ due to

self-reported intake

Two separate visits evaluating

self-reported perceived burn,

bitterness, and liking/disliking ratings

for four different capsaicin

concentration levels (8 in total) in

participants with varying levels of chili

pepper intake

Self-reported estimation of chili pepper

intake was significantly correlated with the

reported liking of the burn (r = 0.37; p=

0.0005) and taste (r = 0.37; p=0.0005) of

chili peppers suggesting those who consume

chili peppers less report higher burn.

Bitterness ratings were significantly

associated with liking at the lowest capsaicin

concentration, but bitterness was not

correlated with liking for any other

concentration (p’s of other capsaicin

concentrations >0.04)

Alley and

Burroughs (20)

US, n= 148 To identify preference and aversion

differences between males and females

for unusual foods

Demographic and food questionnaires Men (M= 2.66) had a stronger preference

for hot and spicy condiments than women

(M= 2.25), t(144)=3.15, p= 0.002. Men

also reported greater use of hot peppers t

(142)= 3.39, p < 0.001 and a preference for

them t (139)= 4.67, p < 0.001 than women

Stevenson and

Yeomans (36)

UK, n= 32 To investigate the relationship

between chili pepper, burn intensity,

and pleasantness in both those who

like and dislike chili pepper to further

understand liking development for

chili pepper

Intensity and affective ratings for

ascending concentration series of

capsaicin using a visual analog scale

As time within the trial increases and the

concentration of capsaicin increases, liking

increases F (14.329)= 3.76. Females reported

the burn as more intense than male subjects,

with interaction sex x liking x trials being F

(2.56)=3.48

Stevenson and

Yeomans (37)

UK, n= 12 To identify the role exposure has in

forming a preference for the burn of

chili pepper

Experiment 1: Chili-level

questionnaires for two groups

consuming two different spice meals

(2.5ppm vs 5.0ppm) once a week for

five weeks. Experiment 2: 5 ppm meal

given one week before the start of

experiment 1 and one week after. Both

utilized preference and hunger scales

Experiment 1: From week 1 to week 5,

pleasantness ratings of both 2.5 and 5.0 spicy

dish increased F (1, 10)=5.56, p < 0.05,

Experiment 2: Liking and burn intensity

rating correlation ρ = 0.41, therefore liking

may not be due to reduced burn intensity

Törnwall et al.

(38)

Finland,

n= 331

To investigate the degree of influence

that genetics and environment have

on personal preference for spicy food/

oral pungency within monozygotic

twins, dizygotic twins, and twins

without their co-twin

Twin design study, sensory tests for

rating pleasantness for capsaicin

strawberry jelly, and spicy food

preference questionnaire

Genetic influence explains 18–58% of liking

for oral pungency, whereas 42–82% of the

variation is attributed to environmental

factors

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

Author Setting, n Objective Experimental components Key findings

Kim et al. (39) Denmark,

South Korea &

US

To investigate the acceptance levels

and hedonic reasoning for hot sauces

and food pairings in consumers from

different cultures

Test 1: Pizza and cream soup with

fermented red pepper soybean pasted

sauce and red pepper sauce compared

to Tabasco sauce. Test 2: Grilled

chicken and rice noodle soup with

fermented red pepper soybean paste

sauce, red pepper sauce compared to

sriracha. Both tests assessed using

hedonic and just-about-right (JAR)

scale and check all that apply (CATA)

method to evaluate internal drivers for

liking/disliking samples.

48.5% of Danish consumers claimed to like

the hot and spicy flavor of all sauces because

it was new, 43.6% of American consumers

liked it because it was familiar, while 50.9%

liked the new flavor. 67% of Koreans claimed

to like hot spice because it increased appetite,

37.7% of Koreans liked it because it relieved a

stressful mood. As for sample specifics, all

cultures agreed on ranking

Bègue et al. (34) France,

n= 114

To determine the relationship

between spicy food eating behavior

and level of salivary testosterone in all

male subjects

Analysis of salivary testosterone of

subjects self-serving spicy doses on

their laboratory meal

Salivary testosterone was related to the

number of selected spice doses (r = 0.294, p

= 0.002) and evaluation of spiciness after

consumption (r = 0.28, p= 0.003). Age was

unrelated to the concentration of salivary

testosterone (r =−0.11, p= 0.03), but

related to the number of spicy doses selected

(r = 0.19, p= 0.03) and general preference

for spicy food (r = 0.18, p= 0.04)

Defrin et al. (40) Israel, n= 115 To explore if temperature and

pungency preferences are associated

with either one’s thermal sensitivity or

ethnic origin-based pungency

consumption

Warm and heat sensation

measurements on tongue and hand.

Self-reported preferred temperatures

for eating, drinking, and bathing, and

ethnic background and pungency

preference questionnaires

The higher preferred degree of spiciness, the

higher the preferred temperature for

drinking (r= 0.44, p < 0.0001) and bathing

temperature (r= 0.36, p < 0.0001). There

were no significant differences between both

parents born in countries with frequent

consumption of spicy foods and those with

both parents born with infrequent

consumption (14/74 and 12/57%, p= 0.15)

Berry and Simons

(41)

US, n= 59 To investigate the cultural differences

in chili pepper consumption and

preferences between Caucasian

Americans and South Asian Indians

Chili pepper consumption frequency

and spice preference surveys, with

capsaicin stimuli irritation measures

via general labeled magnitude scale

(gLMS)

Many similarities were found between South

Asian Indians and Americans for chili pepper

liking and frequency, with almost identical

chili liking scores (P= 0.88). No significant

differences were noted for capsaicin irritation

and capsaicin sensitivity between cultural

groups (gLMS intensity F1.55 = 0.011, P

=0.918)

Ludy and Mattes

(42)

US, n= 25 To better understand the sensory,

physiological, personality, and

cultural differences between spicy

food likers and non-likers to

determine if there are any parallels

between similar groups

Burn intensity assessed through

subject evaluation of tomato soup

with ascending concentrations of red

pepper and psychophysical testing to

assess oral, thermal, and auditory

sensitivity, as well as personality and

cultural attribute questionnaires

13 subjects classified as spicy food users who

ate spicy food at least three times a week, ten

of these users were men, and a higher portion

of users reported earlier childhood spicy food

consumption [t (11)= 3.074, p= 0.001].

Chili pepper users reported liking the taste

and the burn more than non-users (all p <

0.001)

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

Author Setting, n Objective Experimental components Key findings

Zhang et al. (43) China, n= 60 To investigate the relationships

between age, sex, PROP ratings,

consumption frequency of spicy

foods, and pungent sensitivity to

Sichuan pepper extract

Web-based questionnaires assessing

demographics, health, spicy and salty

food frequency, personality

characteristics and PROP taster status

Significant age effects on pungency liking

scores (p < 0.01). Younger and older age

groups had significantly different thresholds

for pungency (p < 0.05). The detection

threshold of pungency was lower in females

than male subjects (Females, 1.35e-03g/L) vs.

(Males, 5.42e−03g/L)

Trachootham

et al. (25)

Thailand &

Japan, n= 168

To better understand how culture

influences taste perception of both

flavor and spice in Thai and Japanese

subjects

Spicy food preference interviews using

calibrated scoring methods comparing

spiciness degree in culturally familiar

curry along with recognition and

detection thresholds for the five basic

tastes

Japan had a higher percentage of participants

with no spice preference compared to Thai

subjects who had high spice preferences (p <

0.0001). A greater percentage of Japanese

subjects consumed spicy food monthly, while

a greater number of Thai subjects consumed

spicy food weekly. Thai subjects had

significantly higher taste thresholds on the

anterior tongue and posterior tongue for the

five tastes (sweet, salty, sour, bitter, and

umami) than Japanese subjects (p < 0.0001)

Choi and Chan

(44)

US, n= 350 To determine if there is a relationship

between PROP taster status, hot chili

pepper use, BMI, energy, and fat

intake to assess the potential of spicy

foods to promote weight loss

PROP taster status rated on a general

magnitude scale, anthropometrics,

chili pepper preference, and frequency

questionnaires

Relationship between PROP intensity scores

and chili pepper use was not significant (P=

0.322)

Castillo-

Cardandang et al.

(45)

Philippines,

n= 3,072

To organize, describe and better

understand food taste and cooking

preferences in healthy adult Filipinos

(20–50 years of age)

Community-administered

questionnaires on taste and cooking

preferences, demographics, and

lifestyle behaviors

More males than females preferred spicy food

(p < 0.001). Smokers preferred food to be

spicy (P= 0.22), and more subjects <40

years preferred spicy food than subjects aged

40–50 years (p < 0.0001)

Catanzaro et al.

(46)

US, n= 139 To evaluate the relationship between

food preferences and PROP tasting

scores in college students

PROP ratings and enjoyment

questionnaires for various foods,

beverages, and different types of spicy

foods (jalapeño peppers, crushed red

pepper, spicy chili peppers) on a

5-point scale

Significant preference and PROP

relationships for chili pepper r=−0.144, p=

0.46; spicy foods r=−0.083, p= 0.168;

crushed red pepper r=−0.034, p= 0.348,

and jalapeño peppers r=−0.049, p= 0.286

Spinelli et al. (47) Italy,

n= 1,146

To investigate how personality and

taste responsiveness influence liking

and choice of pungent foods and

variability between males and females

Hedonic and perceived intensity

ratings for different concentrations of

tomato juice with capsaicin, PROP

status, and questionnaires assessing

chili liking, demographics, and

personality: specifically, sensitivity to

reward, punishment, disgust, private

body consciousness, alexithymia, and

food neophobia

Those more sensitive to reward had higher

liking scores for the capsaicin sample. Those

lower in food neophobia and disgust

sensitivity liked the capsaicin samples more

(p < 0.05)

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

Author Setting, n Objective Experimental components Key findings

Byrnes and Hayes

(48)

US, n= 97 To determine the relationship

between personality variables, factors,

and the liking to different spicy food,

response to the burn, and if sensation

seeking is related to the frequency of

chili consumption

The rated intensity of capsaicin

stimuli and questionnaires related to

food and chili liking and various

personality measures: Private Body

Consciousness, Sensation, Seeking,

Sensitivity to Punishment, Sensitivity

to Reward

Sensation seeking related to liking a spicy

meal (r= 0.05, p < 0.0001) and frequency of

chili consumption (r= 0.39, p= 0.0001)

Perceived burn intensity was not related to

personality measures

Byrnes and Hayes

(49)

US, n= 246 To investigate the relationship

between personality traits, perceived

intensity capsaicin burn, and the

liking and intake of spicy foods using

the moderation model

Questionnaires related to food liking,

chili liking generalized degree of

liking and various personality

measures: Arnett’s Inventory of

Sensation Seeking (AISS), Sensitivity

to Punishment, and Sensitivity to

Reward (SPSRQ)

Reported chili intake was positively

associated with Sensation Seeking (r= 0.16, p

= 0.02) and Sensitivity to Reward (r= 0.19, p

= 0.005). However, the moderation model

did not show that personality moderates the

relationship between liking an intake expect

for the trait Sensitivity to Punishment (β

= 0.30, p= 0.02). Women showed a positive

relationship with Sensitivity to Reward and

reported yearly intake of chilies (r = 0.17, p

= 0.04) and liking of a spicy meal (r= 0.21, p

= 0.06) Men showed a moderate positive

correlation with the liking of a spicy meal (r

= 0.32, p= 0.004)

Byrnes and Hayes

(50)

US, n= 103 To explore the relationship between

risk-related behavioral personality

measures and liking and intake of

spicy foods and how these personality

traits relate to one another

Hedonic rating of capsaicin-spiked

strawberry jelly, self-reported race and

ethnicity, questionnaires relating to

Sensation Seeking (AISS) Sensitivity

to Punishment, Sensitivity to Reward,

degree of liking, chili pepper

questionnaire, Balloon Analogue Risk

Task

Sensation Seeking was significantly correlated

with liking the µM 12 capsaicin sample was

significant (r= 0.30, p= 0.002), liking the

burn of a spicy meal (r= 0.24, p= 0.02).

Risk-taking correlated with a yearly intake of

spicy foods (p= 0.02).

Wang et al. (51) China,

n= 49,57,51

To examine the relationship between

spicy taste and risk-seeking traits and

behaviors

Study 1: Personality judgment task

using the Chinese Facial Affective

Picture System where neutral facial

expressions were paired with a

taste preference

Study 2: Domain-Specific Risk-Taking

Scale to assess inclination to task risks

relating to gambling, health/ safety,

recreational, social, and ethical

Study 3: Iowa Gambling Task (IGT) to

stimulate real-world decision-making

under uncertainty and Positive and

Negative Affect Schedule to report

positive and negative feelings during a

spicy and non-spicy condition

Study 1: Taste type affected judgments of

irritability and risk-seeking

Study 2: Liking spicy tastes positively

correlated with a propensity to take risks

(r= 0.37, p < 0.01)

Study 3: Participants in the spicy group were

more inclined to take risks during the IGT

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

Author Setting, n Objective Experimental components Key findings

Scott et al. (52) US, n= 97 To evaluate how PROP taster status,

personality factors, and emotions

influence the perception and liking of

tomato and butternut squash soups

flavored with chipotle and ginger

extracts

PROP ratings, intensity scales

evaluating taste attributes and overall

liking of three different

concentrations of soup. Various

questionnaires including the

Universal Geneva Emotion and Odor

Scale, general health, Arnett’s

Inventory of Sensation Seeking, and

food preference questionnaire

Sensation seeking was associated with burn

liking for chipotle chili tomato soup as the

concentration of the chipotle chili extract

increased (F (2.146)= 3.94, p= 0.02). PROP

status had a non-significant effect (p= 0.10)

of PROP taster status on liking ratings for

chipotle chili tomato soup

Venkatramaiah

and Devaki (53)

India, 38 To examine taste preferences as a

function of certain personality traits in

Indian culture

Indian Personality Inventory (IPI)

which provides scores on the three

guanas (traits) sattva (balance, joy,

intelligence), rajas (energy, action,

change), and tamas (darkness,

inactivity, materiality) with a taste

preference checklist on a 3-point scale

to represent six traits salt (SLT), sweet

(SWT), sour (SOR), bitter (BTR),

bland (BLD) and (PNG)

Personality was associated with the six taste

qualities F (2.10)= 4.32, P < 0.05. Tamas

trait scored the highest for pungency (190/

300) weighted score

Kwon (54) Korea,

n= 10,000

To evaluate the effects of estimated

consumption levels of capsaicin from

Korea’s 2014–2018 NHANES dataset

on its potential contribution to weight

reduction and gastrointestinal distress

Estimated capsaicin levels based on

24-h recall interview data from

NHANES database and capsaicin

values from CAPKO database, and

comparisons based on BMI, total

energy intake, fat and sugar intake,

age, and sex groups

Capsainoid consumption differed by males

(3.94± 0.05) and females (2.94± 0.03) per

day, but this difference decreased when

accounting for body weight, with females

reaching 79% of the consumption level of

males compared to 63%

ρ, spearman r; n, sample size; M, mean; M(SE), mean squared error.

Methods

In September 2021, an electronic literature search was

conducted to gather more information on spicy taste preferences

and the relationship between spicy food intake and dietary

behaviors. Three databases were used, The Food Science

Resource (FSTA) in Web of Science, Scopus, and PsycINFO.

Search terms with Boolean functions captured in the title,

abstract, or keywords included (prefer∗ OR affinity OR lik∗ OR

accept∗ OR desire∗ OR accept∗ OR enjoy∗) AND (pregnan∗ OR

prenatal OR infan∗ OR child∗ OR adolescen∗ OR Student$ OR

Adult$ OR Human$ OR Subject$) AND (Spicy OR Pungen∗

OR “hot spice∗” OR Capsicum OR Capsaicin OR “spicy

food” or “chili pepper” OR “hot pepper” OR “spicy flavor”)

AND (develop∗ OR cultur∗ OR ethic∗ OR tast∗ OR consum∗

OR frequen∗ OR “dietary pattern” OR intake OR palatable

OR palatability OR genetic$ OR gene$) AND NOT (cancer

OR rat$ OR mice OR therap∗). After removing duplicates,

963 abstracts and titles were screened by four undergraduate

researchers. Inclusion criteria consisted of the following: articles

must be based on original research, published in English,

and must examine chili pepper consumption, intake, exposure,

and preferences of hot spices of human research participants.

Exclusion criteria included animal studies, food science and

medicinal properties of peppers, or therapeutic properties of

capsaicin for disease management and treatment.

Results

Of the 38 articles that met the inclusion criteria, 28 provided

insight into the first research question, eight provided insight

into the second research question, and two answered both

questions. Table 1 summarizes each article’s findings related to

the first research question. Table 2 summarizes each article’s

conclusions related to the second research question. Reviewed

literature supported five common themes involved in chili

pepper and spicy food preference formation across the life
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TABLE 2 How do preferences for chili pepper relate to overall dietary intake?

Author Setting, n Objective Experimental components Key findings

Yoshioka et al.

(55)

Canada,

n= 23

To investigate the effects of red

pepper/ capsaicin on feeding behavior

Study 1: Lunchtime macronutrient

and energy intake assessment after red

pepper high fat or high carb breakfast.

Study 2: Energy and macronutrient

intake assessments immediately after

red pepper appetizer. Both utilized

satiety and hunger scales

In study 1, red pepper did not affect the

subjects’ weight of ingested food or energy

and macronutrient intakes at lunchtime. In

study 2, the appetizer with red pepper

decreased overall carb intake in lunch and

mid-afternoon snacks by 18%, P < 0.05, and

energy intake by 11%, P < 0.05

Reinbach, et al.

(56)

Denmark,

n= 40

To analyze how hot spices affect

energy intake and appetite after

subjects consumed a fixed portion

meal with or without chili pepper

every week for five weeks

Food intake (Kj), appetite, and liking

were measured before, after, or

sometimes during the meal on 9-point

scales

Hot spices did not affect energy intake (p >

0.05) in the starter and buffet meals. After the

chili-spiced meal, subjects had an increased

desire to eat sweet foods (p= 0.041, adj p=

0.99)

Ludy and Mattes

(42)

US, n= 25 To investigate the effects of commonly

enjoyed red pepper doses in healthy

young adults on appetite, energy

expenditure, core body, and skin

temperature

For three days before two testing

visits, subjects followed a high fat

(HF), high carbohydrate (HC) diet or

their usual diet, keeping dietary intake

records. Visits evaluated resting

energy expenditure, core body and

skin temperature, and appetite

measurements during and after test

meals with or without chili pepper

Desire to eat fatty foods was decreased more

F(1.23)= 8.572, p= 0.008 in chili pepper

nonusers than users in the 270min after 1g

red pepper test loads. Desire to eat salty foods

decreased more F (1.23)= 9.922, p= 0.044

in chili pepper nonusers than users

Wen et al. (57) China,

n= 474,015

To explore the relationship between

spicy food consumption and lifestyle

behavioral characteristics in a large

population size of adults from the

2004-2008 China Kadoorie Biobank

Study

Surveys assessing lifestyle behaviors,

eating, and drinking habits,

demographics, spicy food

consumption, and food frequency

questionnaire

Among the reported regular spicy food

consumers, the higher frequency reported,

the stronger pungency preferred. Participants

who preferred a stronger pungency degree

were also more likely to consume meat, fresh

vegetables, fresh fruits, soy products and had

a higher energy intake, but were less likely to

drink milk and soymilk (P for trend < 0.001)

Swint et al. (58) US, n= 24 To compare how capsaicin and

capsiate (non-spicy analog) from a

meal would influence cravings,

appetite, food intake, flavor liking, and

physiological effects

Appetite, blood pressure, and energy

intake measured at an ad lithium

challenge meal (4.5 hours after

capsaicin or no capsaicin test meal)

self-reported dietary intakes recorded

for the remaining day

Hedonic capsaicin-containing food

questionnaire scores increased as the

reported frequency of spicy food

consumption increased (p ≤ 0.044) between

all groups, and participants who consumed

spicy foods at least monthly reported greater

liking for the taste of chili pepper in food and

were more likely to agree that chili pepper

makes food taste better compared to those

who consumed spicy foods less than once a

month (p ≤ 0.021) between all groups

Andersen et al.

(59)

Denmark,

n= 66

To evaluate how tomato soup with

cayenne pepper would influence the

users’ sensory-specific desires for sour,

salty, sweet, bitter, spicy, fat, appetite/

hunger/ satiety ratings 4 hours post

intake and overall psychological

Spicy or non-spicy soup compared

against foods representing six sensory

characteristics. Questionnaires of

liking samples, hunger satiety,

wanting for more portions, sensory

satisfaction, and demographics

Differences in appetite and satiety were

detected between two soups one-hour post

intake, with the spicy soup resulting in lower

ratings of hunger (p= 0.028) and higher

ratings of satiety (p= 0.022). Adding

cayenne pepper to tomato soup was found to

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Author Setting, n Objective Experimental components Key findings

wellbeing compared to a non-spiced

soup

increase the desire to eat fatty and sweet

foods (p < 0.001) and decrease the desire to

eat salty and spicy foods (p < 0.0001)

Choi and Chan

(44)

US, n= 350 To determine if there is a relationship

between PROP taster status, hot chili

pepper use, BMI, energy, and fat

intake to assess the potential of spicy

foods to promote weight loss

Anthropometrics, chili pepper

preference, and frequency

questionnaires to assess daily energy

and fat intake

Chili pepper users had a higher calorie intake

than chili pepper nonusers (P = 0.02), but fat

intake did not significantly differ

Rigamonti et al.

(60)

Italy, n= 10 To investigate how capsaicin capsules

(2mg) administered orally after a meal

effects energy intake and energy

expenditure in young obese subjects

in a singly blind randomized,

placebo-controlled, crossover design

Anthropometrics, indirect calorimetry

to obtain resting energy expenditure,

blood samples to assess hunger and

satiety hormones, and hunger and

satiety evaluated by visual analog scale

PYY, GLP-1, ghrelin, insulin, and glucose did

not differ between the capsaicin and placebo

groups. Capsaicin significantly increased REE

in the capsaicin but not placebo group (P <

0.05) comparing pre and post REE

Kwon (54) Korea,

n= 10,000

To evaluate the effects of estimated

consumption levels of capsaicin from

Korea’s 2014-2018 NHANES dataset

on its potential contribution to weight

reduction and gastrointestinal distress

Estimated capsaicin levels based on

24-h recall interview data from

NHANES database and capsaicin

values from CAPKO database, and

comparisons based on BMI, total

energy intake, fat and sugar intake,

age, and sex groups

Energy intake was significantly higher in the

individuals categorized in the moderate high

capsaicinoid intake (HC) and very high

capsaicinoid intake (VHC) than in lower

intake subgroups (p < 0.05). Fat intake was

significantly higher in VHC groups

compared with other subgroups in males in

their 20’s, 30’s, 40’s, and 50’s and females in

their 30s. Sugar intake was also significantly

higher in the males 20’s, 30’s, 40’s, 50’s VHC

groups and female VHC 20s and 40’s

compared with other subgroups (p < 0.05)

course: genetics, culture, exposure, gender, and personality.

These individual factors will be further discussed in the

following sections. In terms of the second research question and

the relationship between chili pepper preferences and overall

dietary intake, included literature explored the effects of chili

pepper consumption on energy intake, self-reported cravings for

other foods, and the impact on satiety and appetite.

Spicy food and culture

Six published articles evaluated how culture shapes

food preferences or the role of home culture in spicy food

or chili pepper consumption habits. This section includes

findings related explicitly to spicy food preferences, individual

sensitivity to capsaicin, and spicy food consumption within

and across countries. In addition, the impact of various

cultural food traditions on chili pepper consumption

frequency, sensory perception of chili pepper, degree

of preference, and initial exposures are discussed in

detail below.

Chili pepper consumption frequency across
cultures

Included literature evaluated consumption patterns for

foods containing chili pepper in countries with varying

cuisine types. In Rozin and Schiller’s study, Mexican villager

participants reported chili consumption at least three times

a day, while American participants reported an average

of 2.62 times per week (21). Comparatively, Berry and

colleagues found that more than half of their Caucasian

Americans (53.3%) subjects reported three to four times a

week frequency, 40% reported daily consumption, and the

remaining 6.7% reported consuming chili more than once a

day (41).
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As for Asian countries, 85% of Japanese adults reported

monthly spicy food consumption compared to only 30% of

older Thai adults. More Thai adults reported weekly spicy

food consumption than the Japanese adult group (25). South

Asian Indians consumed chili pepper more frequently within

the month, with precisely 47.5% consuming chili pepper three

to four times a week, 36% daily, and 16.5% more than once

daily (41). Hot sauces are another way to make non-spicy

food spicy and are most commonly consumed in Asia and

the United States (39). Kim et al. (39) reported that 56%

of the Korean subjects added hot sauce to 692 foods, while

91% of US participants applied hot sauce to 478 foods. Kwon

reported the mean consumption of capsaicin based on Korea’s

NANES 2014–2018 data was 5.5 g/day, including both red

pepper powder and fresh chili pepper, which is higher than

the US and Europe (54). Choi and Chan’s (44) evaluation of

chili consumption patterns in an ethnically diverse American

population found significantly more chili pepper users among

Asian Americans compared to other ethnic groups. Ludy and

Mattes (24) also recognized frequent spicy food use amongAsian

Americans. 53% of their participants classified as regular spicy

food users were Asian Americans. But ethnicity, however, does

not always predict spicy food use. One of Ludy and Mattes’s

(24) non-spicy food users was Asian American, and Defrin

(40) found that subjects from different ethnic backgrounds in

Israel did not differ significantly in their frequency of spicy

food consumption, p = 0.15. These results suggest that spicy

food consumption is high in some Asian countries, the US,

and Mexico, but consumption frequency varies from person

to person.

Ethnicity di�erences in thresholds/sensitivities

Sensory perception differences for capsaicin were also

explored, specifically involving threshold sensitivity detection

methods and perceived intensity analysis across different

cultural groups for varying concentrations of capsaicin.

Comparing Mexican and American differences, Rozin and

Schiller (21) found a non-significant difference in chili pepper

thresholds between the two ethnic groups, but Mexican

thresholds were slightly higher (see Table 1). Berry and Simon’s

sensitivity test for capsaicin used a general magnitude scale

with the following ratings: 0.78 being weak and 1.7 being

very strong for a 100-ppm capsaicin solution. Caucasian

Americans rated the average maximum intensity score 0.83

± 0.05, while South African Indians rated the average

maximum intensity score 0.82 ± 0.05, which were overall very

similar (41).

Preference ratings by groups

The wide range of chili pepper preferences is evident within

and across countries, especially within the Asian continent.

Defrin et al. (40) conducted a study in Israel, and 54.5%

of the subjects reported consuming spicy foods regularly,

but 22.9% of the total sample preferred no spice, and the

other 17.4% preferred the highest degree of spice. Contrasts

for spicy preferences are seen between Thai and Japanese as

well. Specifically, 70% of Thai subjects reported a mild to

moderate spice preference, while 90% of Japanese subjects

preferred no or mild spice (25). Differences are also evident

within America but seem to be still influenced by ethnicity.

In Ludy and Mattes (24) study, spicy food users agreed that

chili pepper makes food taste better, as it tastes too bland

without chili. Their reported spicy food users consisted of

seven Caucasian Americans and six Asians. For Caucasian

Americans in Berry and Simon’s study, their chili pepper use

and liking score calculated based on the sum of the number-

coded responses for the online survey questionnaire was very

similar to South Asian Indians, 34.6 vs. 34.7 on an 18 to 41

numerical scale (41). When comparing American preferences

against Mexican villagers, Rozin and Schiller found that 68%

of American subjects, aged 17–25, liked chili compared to 88%

of Mexican subjects, aged 4–56 (21). Different degrees of spice

preference are scattered across the globe and vary from region

to region.

Starting age of consumption

When evaluating cross-cultural differences, a critical aspect

to investigate is the consumer’s initial spicy food exposure.

When Rozin explored preference acquisition across Mexican

and American cultures, all Mexican subjects reported that chili

is introduced in small amounts at a young age, with the spice

level increasing gradually. In contrast, first exposures to chili

pepper varied across American subjects (21). A common theme

across studies evaluating cross-cultural preferences and spicy

sensitivities was starting age of consumption or childhood

exposure. For US subjects, Swint et al. (58) found that the

starting age of consumption for foods with chili pepper was

16.3 +/−3.2 for those who eat spicy food less than monthly, 9.9

+/−4.9 for those who eat spicy food monthly to weekly, and

10.4+/1 4.7 for those who consume spicy food three or more

times weekly. In comparison, American chili likers in Rozin’s

(21) study reported more frequent use of hot spices by their

parents. A trend for childhood consumption and preference

for chili was also evident in Ludy and Mattes’s study. They

found that 69% of spicy food users reported consuming foods

containing chili peppers from childhood [t(23) = 3.800, p =

0.001] (24). Another similarity for childhood exposure was

also discussed in South Asian Indians, who are more likely to

consume chili pepper since childhood than Americans, χ2 (2, N

= 59) = 8.93, P = 0.003 (41). While Choi and Chan found that

80.2% of US spicy food consumers tended to be first exposed in

early to late childhood (44).
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Exposure

The relationship between exposure and chili pepper

preference has been a topic of interest by different scientists

evaluating spicy preference development since 1981. Seven

articles investigated how exposure to a spicy compound

through multiple tastings or repeated exposure from the

outside environment influences preference and eating habits.

Stevenson and Yeomans (37) analyzed the role of repeated

exposure in liking chili pepper burn. They found that the

spicy meal was liked more in the fifth exposure than the

first exposure but liking ratings between the first and the last

fluctuated. Rozin and Schiller (21) explored initial exposure

to chili pepper in their subjects, and subjects reported that

37% of their exposure came from the home or 29% of

parents putting it in their food. Outside pressures to eat chili

pepper were also mentioned, as 77% of Mexican mothers

believed there was pressure from a friend or sibling to eat it

(21). When looking at the chili liker vs. the chili non-liker,

46% of the American chili likers reported earlier exposure

from their parents at home compared to only 6% of chili

non-likers (21).

Exposure with age

A difference between chili likers and dislikers is the

consumption of spicy food in childhood. Two studies recognized

that those who started consuming chili pepper at a younger

age reported using chili pepper more often in adulthood

(24, 44). However, there were conflicting findings regarding

aging and spicy food preferences. As depicted in Table 1,

Guido and colleagues found an inverse relationship between

age and spicy food preference, as younger subjects enjoyed

spicy food more than elderly subjects (29). In contrast, Louge

et al. (33) found that spicy food preferences had significant,

positive correlations with age. However, Spinelli and colleagues

reported that age was not associated with the frequency of

chili consumption (47). The exact period when chili pepper

preferences change was not discussed in Guido and Logue’s

studies. Rozin and Schiller (21), however, report that initially,

chili pepper is aversive and is learned to be liked. There is a

gradual increase in spicy preferences over the age range of 2–3

years to 8–9 years old in Mexican subjects (21). Mexican villager

participants reported being exposed to gradually increasing

amounts. Therefore, their preference change was seen as soon

as age two or three (21). When evaluating pungency thresholds

between younger and older age groups, younger age groups had

a lower average detection threshold for pungent stimuli, 0.60e-

03 g/L, whereas the older age group had an average detection

threshold of 6.09e-03 g/L (43). Collective findings support that

exposure to chili pepper in childhood promotes a preference

for it.

Sensory characteristics and exposure

Seven studies reviewed how exposure to chili influences

the level of burn perceived across different individuals and

their tolerance to the burn. The more often chili pepper is

consumed, the less intense the burn becomes (32, 35). This trend

was confirmed in Stevenson and Yeoman’s second experiment

when their subjects reported lower burn ratings for the spicy

stimuli in the last weeks of repeated exposure (37). Spinelli and

colleagues also showed that chili non-users rated the burning

intensity of capsaicin solution significantly higher than chili-

users (47). Nolden (35) reports that frequency of use affects

hedonic responses, with frequent chili users rating significantly

higher concentrations of capsaicin than low-intake users (p <

0.05). In addition, it was found that spicy-food users could

differentiate across the variety of burn intensities better than

non-spicy users (24). However, the spicy-food users perceived

the different capsaicin stimuli to be significantly spicier than

the non-users, which is different than what Lawless et al. (31)

detected. This difference in Ludy and Mattes (24) study could be

due to more substantial desensitization effects in the non-users

who are not as accustomed to tasting a burning food.

When strictly evaluating the liking of the burn from chili

pepper, Rozin et al. (31) revealed that there is a liking for

the burn, as hedonic reports are enhanced by the presence of

the burn. As the liking for the burn increases, the level of

burn that enhances flavor increases. With more exposure, the

threshold for chili pepper slightly changes, with Rozin et al. (31)

discovering that behavioral threshold was positively related to

the frequency of consumption r = 0.39, p < 0.005. In addition

to changes in threshold with more chili pepper consumption,

salivary sensitivity decreased too, r = 0.49, p < 0.001 (30). A

relatively weak relationship was also found between threshold

and specific age ranges in the Mexican villagers. The correlation

for chili threshold and age was r = 0.17 and r = 0.22 for ages

4–15 and 18–56, respectively (21).

Sensory characteristics between chili liker and
disliker

The differences between a chili liker and a chili hater can

provide valuable insight into how exposure changes sensory

perception. Nolden and Hayes (35) found that their subjects

who enjoyed spicy/very spicy food items reported a lower

burn feeling than the other subjects sampling the same stimuli.

Törnwall (38) also identified a similar trend, with non-likers

perceiving pungent stimuli more intensely than the likers: F2.322

= 5.3; p < 0.01. Stevenson and Yeomans (36) also discovered a

similar pattern in their subjects who distinguished themselves

as median chili likers to be able to sample up to a higher dose

than other subjects who did not classify themselves as chili likers.

This was also identified in Spinelli’s study, where chili non-users

rated capsaicin burning intensity significantly higher than chili
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users p < 0.0001 (47). However, one study contradicted this

relationship. In Byrnes and Hayes’ 2013 study, no correlation

was observed between reported chili intake and burn intensity

(r = 0.10, p = 0.89) and again in 2015, specifically between

annual chili intake and perceived burn intensity, r = −0.05, p

= 0.46 (49). Regarding threshold to spicy stimuli, Rozin et al.

(30) also found differences between a solid spicy food liker and a

neutral disliker. Themean threshold for the strong liker was 2.58

compared to 2.07, and the strong likers also had an increased

salivation response (30). Chili likers can also tolerate higher

concentrations of capsaicin, with the designated median chili

liker sampling up to the 128-ppm dose compared to the median

non-liker who only sampled up to the 16-ppm dose (36).

Gender di�erences

Spicy food preference differences have been frequently

evaluated between males and females. Eight articles discussed

gender differences in spicy food intake, liking, and sensitivity.

When comparing male and female chili pepper preferences, all

but one study concluded that males have a stronger preference

for spicy foods than females. On a 1 to 5 spicy food preference

scale, Nolden and Hayes (35) found females to prefer a spice

level of 1.8, while males preferred a level of 2.4, with 1

representing no heat preference and 5 representing very spicy.

The overall spice levels (no heat/ mild, medium, spicy, very

spicy) significantly differed by gender as well, CMH χ2 = 12.6;

p = 0.01 (35). As shown in Table 1, Defrin, Logue, Smith, and

Castillo-Carandang’s findings also agreed with this trend, with

males preferring a higher degree of spiciness compared with

females (33, 40, 45). Alternatively, Stevenson and Yeomans (36)

study found conflicting liking scores. Their results indicated

that female chili likers had a higher mean visual analog scale

(VAS) chili liking score than male chili likers, 93.7 compared

to 85.9, on a scale of 0–100. The females and males categorized

as non-likers both had a mean VAS chili-liking score of 36.

When the two genders had to rate the increasing capsaicin

doses, the female groups rated them more pleasant than the

male groups. However, females rated the burnmore intense than

males (36). In contrast, Ludy and Mattes found no differences in

perceived burn intensity ratings between males and females for

the same spicy tomato soup (24). Yet, Zhang et al. (43) found

different detection thresholds for capsaicin between the two

genders. Females had a lower detection threshold at an average

of 1.35e-03 g/L compared to males at an average of 5.42e-03 g/L.

Differences in recognition thresholds for pungency were also

evident, with females recognizing a dose as low as 6.73e-03 g/L

on average and males detecting an average pungent quantity of

14.78e-03 g/L, p < 0.05 (43).

When analyzing consumption differences for spicy food

between the genders, males generally consumed more spicy

foods than females. For example, males reported a frequency

of 71.4 times a year (+/−23.1) for hot sauces, whereas females

reported 55.5 times per year (+/−11.1) on average. For red

pepper flakes, males reported consuming this item 67.3 times a

year (+/−15.2) on average, while females reported consuming

39.4 (+/−8.1) on average, but these differences written by

Nolden and Hayes (35) did not reach statistical significance. In

their study, Ludy and Mattes (24) also concluded that males

more often eat chili peppers. Ludy and Mattes (24) divided

subjects based on how frequently they use chili pepper, and

the user group consisted of ten males and only three females.

Scott et al. (52) also reported males consumed spicy food more

frequently (F (1.74) = 8.10, p = 0.006), Kwon found that the

average capsaicinoid consumption level was higher in males

than females with female capsaicinoid consumption being 63%

of that in males, but this value changes when accounting for

body weight (Table 1) (54). Bègue and colleagues noticed this

trend between males, females, and spicy food and concluded

that testosterone could predict spicy food eating behavior. A

positive correlation was found between the amount of salivary

testosterone in male subjects and spontaneous spicy doses

selected (Table 1) (34).

Genetics and spicy food preferences

The genetic influence of liking spicy foods was discussed

and reviewed in six research studies, including two twin

studies. Törnwall, Rozin, and Millman conducted separate twin

studies evaluating the influence of genetics on spicy/ pungency

taste preferences. Both studies found similar patterns between

monozygotic (MZ, identical) and dizygotic (DZ, fraternal) twins.

Genetic effects for liking spicy food were minimal, but MZ twins

did have stronger correlations for various pungency traits, such

as pleasantness of spicy foods and spices, MZ r = 0.62, CI

95% (0.31, 0.79) DZ r = 0.25, (0.03, 0.44) (38). As shown in

Table 1, Rozin and Milman’s findings illustrate a similar trend,

with MZ twins sharing a stronger correlation than DZ twins.

Other traits were tested for correlation, too, including spicy

food alone. MZ twins correlated r = 0.24, while DZ twins

correlated r = −0.06 (61). Collective results suggest a slight

genetic influence, but genetics are not the primary determinant

of spicy food preferences.

PROP taste sensitivity has been proposed to affect

chemesthetic perception (26). However, the literature in the

present review has found weak relationships between PROP

taster status and chili preferences. Törnwall et al. (38) found

no significant correlations between PROP intensity scores and

chili preferences/ users. Specifically, the Pearson r coefficient

for PROP intensity and preference for mild pungency is

−0.06, while the r coefficient for strong pungency preference is

−0.01(38). Similarly, Choi and Chan also found no significant

differences in PROP intensity scores between those who use

chili pepper and those who do not. Still, they did see gender
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and ethnicity differences for PROP taster status. Female subjects

were significantly more likely to be tasters than males. The Asian

American subject group had the lowest number of non-tasters

(18.5%) but the highest number of chili pepper users (44). In

other words, the Asian American subject group reported the

most chili pepper use. Still, the group consisted mostly of PROP

tasters, meaning these individuals had more bitter receptors,

but the majority of the group enjoyed spicy food. However,

Spinelli reported that responsiveness to PROP was positively

associated with burn intensity ratings, but chili user status did

not affect PROP responsiveness (47). In Scott’s study using

spiced soups, non-tasters were found to like the soup with a high

concentration of chipotle chili extract more than both medium-

tasters and super tasters (F (2.74)= 3.96, p= 0.02), but this was

not statistically significant (52).

Ludy and Mattes (24) also tested PROP taster sensitivity in

spicy food users and non-users. They found that PROP scores

did not relate to spicy food use; instead, it was exposure to spicy

food in childhood that was the strongest predictor of spicy food

consumption (24). However, Catanzaro and Chesbo did detect

a significant relationship between spicy food and PROP taster

status but noted that this was a low correlation of “little practical

significance” (46).

Personality traits and chili pepper liking

Eight articles explored the relationship between personality

or behavior, chili liking, perceived burn, and intake frequency.

Personality differences were detected between chili likers and

non-likers. The traits investigated included sensitivity to disgust,

food neophobia, sensitivity to punishment, sensitivity to reward,

sensation seeking, body consciousness, variety, and risk-seeking.

Spinelli found chili non-users were significantly more sensitive

to disgust (p < 0.0001) more neophobic (p <0.0001), more

sensitive to punishment (p = 0.003), and less sensitive to

reward (p = 0.003) than chili users (47). Byrnes and Hayes

detected a similar trend, with sensitivity to reward positively

correlating with liking a spicy meal (r = 0.23, p = 0.03)

and a negative relationship between liking and sensitivity to

punishment (r = −0.19, p = 0.06) (52). Chili non-users were

also significantly more sensitive to disgust, more neophobic,

more sensitive to punishment, and less sensitive to reward

than chili users (47). Sensation Seeking was recognized in

four studies as a personality trait associated with reported

chili intake and chili liking; see Table 1 for correlation values

(6, 48, 49, 52). Interestingly, high sensation seekers liked both

the medium (F (1.74)=6.28, p = 0.01) and high (F (1.75) =

11.74, p = 0.001) concentrations more than the low sensation

seekers (52).

In addition to chili liking, the frequency of chili

consumption also had associations with personality traits.

Reported frequency for combined chili intake was associated

with individual variety-seeking scores [F (1.80) = 3.2; p =

0.07] (35). Males consumed spicy foods more frequently

F (1.74) = 8.10, p = 0.006, and also had a high sensation

seeking score (F (1.74) = 18.23, p < 0.0001) (52). Chili

frequency intake had a weak positive relationship with

sensitivity to reward and a moderate association with sensation

seeking (52).

In terms of the perceived burn of chili pepper, all Byrnes and

Hayes studies reported no correlation with any personality traits

(6, 48, 49). However, Spinelli detected a weak but significant

positive relationship between food neophobia and sensitivity

to disgust and the perceived intensity of capsaicin solution

(p < 0.05). However, Spinelli’s sample size was much larger

than Byrnes and Hayes’ and consisted of Italians, compared to

Americans. Overall, chili pepper users and likers correlated with

the personality traits sensation seeking, sensitivity to reward, and

propensity to take risks.

Chili pepper e�ects on appetite and
satiety

Six articles used various types of appetite scales to assess

changes in appetite after exposure to different spicy stimuli.

Three of these articles assessed appetite sensations using hunger

and satiety scales. Swint et al. found no significant satiety

differences following red pepper and capsaicin consumption

compared to control meals or placebo capsules (55, 58, 60).

However, Yoshioka et al. (55) study reported decreased appetite

following red pepper ingestion. Andersen et al. (59) findings

illustrated that participants who consumed the spicy soup

reported higher satiation ratings and lower hunger ratings

than participants who ingested the non-spicy soup immediately

after intake (p = 0.002) and again 1-h post-meal. Specifically,

satiation was reported as 6.13 (non-spiced soup) vs. 6.79

(spiced soup) on a nine-point scale, and hunger ratings were

reported as 3.34 (non-spiced soup) vs. 2.93 for the (spiced

soup) 1-h post intake also on a 9-point scale. In addition,

the consumption of spicy soup was found to lower the

desire to continue eating (59). Even though no significant

effects on satisfaction were found in Swint’s study, ratings

for satisfaction were slightly higher for the spicy soup than

the non-spicy soup, p = 0.002 (58). Ludy and Mattes (24)

findings differed based on chili pepper use and experience.

Ludy only saw hunger and appetitive effect differences in

those who do not commonly eat red pepper. Specifically,

hunger ratings decreased more (F (9.207) = 2.299, p =

0.018) in red pepper users after no red pepper. But the

non-users who did consume red pepper reported reduced

appetite characteristics, like preoccupation with food. Fullness

ratings did not vary between red pepper and no red pepper

stimulus (42). A possible reason appetite effects varied between
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studies could be due to the amount of capsaicin consumed

in each study or the user’s prior experience with spicy

food. Ludy and Mattes (42) used one gram of red pepper,

Rigamonti (60) used two mg capsaicin capsules, whereas

Yoshioka et al. (55) used 10 g of red pepper in their test

meal, and the subjects were all female. Reinbach et al. (56)

used 0.6 g chili pepper and Swint et al. (58) used 1 g ground

cayenne pepper. Additional research is recommended to support

these findings.

Chili pepper e�ects on food
consumption

Chili pepper’s effects on overall food consumption were

assessed in various methods involving weight measurements for

total food consumed, individual participant energy expenditure,

and total energy intake during a meal or daily. Five studies

analyzed the effects of spicy food on total food consumption.

Three studies weighed the grams of food consumed at a meal,

two calculated total calories consumed, two calculated energy

expenditure, one estimated energy and fat intake using food

frequency questionnaires, and one evaluated blood levels of

orexigenic/anorexigenic peptides after a meal. All studies had

conflicting results. Reinbach et al. (56) reported that adding hot

spices to a meal slightly changed the total calories eaten and

did not reach significance. Interestingly, men who consumed

the spiced meal containing chili ate less than the non-spiced

meal containing no chili, but women ate more of their spiced

meal. However, these values did not reach statistical significance

(56). In Yoshioka et al. (55) first study, adding red pepper to

the experiment meals significantly decreased prospective food

consumption immediately before lunch, P < 0.05. Specifically,

subjects who ingested the meal with red pepper consumed

129–352 calories less based on the mean caloric values (55).

Two other studies compared energy intake in individuals with

varying chili eating habits and found similar trends depending

on user status for chili pepper. Ludy and Mattes (42) observed

that caloric intake tended to be lower (F (1.23) = 3.010, p =

0.096) in non-chili pepper users than in chili pepper users after

both subjects consumed their preferred red pepper dose (mean

decrease in calories = 43 kcals). Choi and Chan detected a

similar trend, with chili pepper users consuming a significantly

higher amount than non-users based on estimations from a

food frequency questionnaire. Specifically, chili pepper users’

mean energy intake was recorded to be 2,235.5 (55.3) kcals

per day, P = 0.016, while chili pepper non-users mean energy

intake was recorded to be 2,053.7 (51.0), P = 0.016 (44). In

contrast, Swint and colleagues found no significant differences in

food weight and calories consumed with or without red pepper,

but this could be due to the low dose of hot spice chosen for

the procedure. Ludy and Mattes explored a different route to

evaluate red pepper’s digestive effects and assessed the impact of

1 gram of red pepper on subjects’ energy expenditure. Energy

expenditure was higher (F (1.23) = 6.6944, p = 0.015) after

consumption of red pepper compared to no red pepper, with

a mean increase of 10 kcal over 270min (42). In Rigamonti’s

(60) study, consuming 2mg of a capsaicin capsule after ad

lithium lunch significantly increased REE (from 1957.2 ± 455.1

kcal/day up to 2342.3 ± 561 kcal/d, P < 0.05; vs. placebo:

from 2060.1 ± 483.4 kcal/d up to 2,296 ± 484.5 kcal/day), but

postprandial levels of PYY, GLP-1, ghrelin, gastric, glucose, and

insulin did not significantly differ between placebo and control

(60). Although conflicting findings are present for capsaicin’s

effects on hunger and satiety, the two studies supporting an

increase in energy expenditure suggest promising opportunities

for capsaicin as an anti-obesity element.

Spicy food influences cravings for other
foods and macronutrient consumption
di�erences

Many of these same studies also considered the effects

of capsaicin on specific cravings, dietary habits, or overall

macronutrient intake. Three studies analyzed how hot spices

could impact specific sensory desires. Both Andersen et al.

(59) and Reinbach et al. (56) observed that spicy stimuli

increased subjects’ desire to eat sweet foods. Reinbach et al. (59)

statistical values for sweet cravings and spicy food consumption

correlated p = 0.041 / adjusted p = 0.99 compared to

Andersen’s correlations p < 0.001. However, Ludy and Mattes

(42) recognized a decreased desire to eat sweet foods in only

non-chili pepper users after consumption of 1 g of red pepper

(F (1.23) = 3.777, p = 0.064), as well as a decreased desire to

eat fatty foods (F (1.23) = 8.572, p = 0.008), but just in non-

chili-pepper-users. Andersen also recognized a decreased desire

for fatty foods in all subjects after consuming spicy stimuli, p

< 0.001 (59). Therefore, most studies agree that spicy foods

can decrease cravings for fatty foods, except for one which

noted a difference in cravings depending on chili-pepper user

status. Yoshioka and colleagues also evaluated the effects of red

pepper additions on macronutrient intake. They observed that

red pepper in breakfast decreased protein intake by 20% in the

high-fat meals and 6% in the high-carb meals at lunchtime, p <

0.05 in Japanese females (55). In contrast, Swint did not detect

significant differences between test meals for fat, carbs, and

protein for the rest of the study day after subjects consumed both

capsaicin and capsiate at a test meal (58). These were the only

two studies that analyzed macronutrient intake. One analyzed

dietary patterns of almost half a million adults using surveys

found that individuals who ate spicy food daily consumed the

most poultry (102.1 grams/week) compared with other food

categories. Additionally, the more often spicy food is consumed
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or, the stronger the preferred hot spice degree, the higher the

proportion of snacking and increased preference for salty taste.

Specifically, 22.8% of non-spicy food consumers compared to

38.9% of daily spice consumers (57).

Discussion

The results of this literature review indicate that forming

a preference for spicy food is linked to intrinsic and extrinsic

factors. Gaining an appreciation for chili pepper could be due to

a chronic desensitization effect, as frequent consumption leads

to less perceived burn and decreased salivary sensitivity (30, 32).

Although the degree of liking varies across cultures, gender, and

age, acquiring an appreciation for the spicy flavor is possible

with increased exposure (21, 31, 37, 58). It was also noted across

three separate studies that those exposed early in their lifetime

consume chili pepper more often in adulthood (39, 41, 42).

There were inconsistent results for capsaicin’s effects on

appetite behaviors and eating patterns. However, different doses

of capsaicin were used across all studies, such as 10 g of red

pepper (30mg of capsaicin) (55), 1 g of red pepper (42), or as

little as 0.6 g chili pepper (∼0.375mg of capsaicin) (56), which

could attribute to the discrepancies in findings. In addition,

participants varied in weight status and experience with spicy

food which could also contribute to the differences in appetite

responses to capsaicin illustrated in the literature. The body’s

regulation of feeding is a complex interplay between energy

intake, body weight, and homeostasis control through gut

hormones (62). Therefore, these individual differences could

also account for the variations in appetite responses. A meta-

analysis by Ludy et al. (63) suggests that capsaicin response

depends on the dose consumed, and the capsaicin response

inconsistencies could relate to differences in body composition

as well. More specifically, it explained that differences in body

composition might account for different thermogenic effects,

such as appetite regulation and fat oxidation (63). This meta-

analysis concluded that capsaicin and capsiate increase energy

expenditure and enhance fat oxidation, especially at high doses.

Still, the magnitude of these effects is small (63). These doses

reached as high as 135mg of capsaicin/ day/ participant,

which related to changes in fat oxidation and resting energy

expenditure but was linked to no changes in hunger or satiety

(64). However, two studies in the present review noted appetite

effect differences but at lower capsaicin doses. Specifically,

Yoshioka’s findings reported that consuming 10 grams of red

pepper during breakfast decreased protein and fat consumption

at lunchtime in females (55). Ludy’s randomized crossover study

found lower energy intake at lunch, but only in subjects who

were not considered regular consumers of spicy food.

Swint et al. and Reinbach et al. (56, 58) found no effect

on energy intake, food intake, or satiety ratings in the present

literature review. Still, the amount of capsaicin used was

much smaller compared to other studies, specifically 0.6 g

of chili pepper (∼0.375mg) and 2mg of capsaicin. While

Ludy’s meta-analysis finds that higher doses have the most

substantial effects, it is not precisely understood how capsaicin

can increase energy expenditure and influence fat oxidation. It is

hypothesized that capsaicin’s link to thermoregulation through

the TRPV1 receptor can stimulate energy expenditure (65),

and TRPV1 can control thermoregulation of the sympathetic

nervous system (66). This SNS activation from capsaicin could

favor fat oxidation (63). Capsaicin has recently been of interest

to scientists as a potential substance to control appetite and

weight loss (8). In this literature review, these studies only

evaluate the effect of capsaicin short-term, such as the effects

from one or two meals (55) or hours within one research visit

(59). If capsaicin is considered for weight loss and appetite

control, long-term effects should be further reviewed. However,

spicy food consumption has been associated with decreased

overall portion size as well as increased satisfaction following

the meal (67) and is inversely associated with LDL cholesterol

(68). Although, in contrast to this anti-obesity concept, Sun

et al. (69) findings from the China Kadoorie study illustrate

that eating spicy food had a positive association with adiposity

measures in Chinese subjects, and daily spicy food eating

was significantly associated with an increase of 0. 044 and

0.51 BMI (kg/m2) for both genders. The mechanisms of this

correlation, however, were not addressed. Additionally, energy

intake for chili pepper users was significantly higher than for

non-chili users in Choi and Chan’s study represented in this

literature review. However, the authors suggest that PROP taste

sensitivity contributes more energy intake than chili pepper

use. These contradictory findings emphasize the need for

additional research to be conducted (44). Choi and Chan also

reported high chili pepper use in the Asian American participant

subgroup, even though the majority of this group were PROP

tasters. If PROP tasters are predicted to be more sensitive to

capsaicin than the non-tasters, then the majority of spicy food

consumers should be non-tasters. However, this was not the

case here.

The mere exposure effect contends that people develop a

preference for things that are more familiar to them (70). A

review on the impact of cultural background on consumer

perception and acceptability of foods and drinks explains that

familiarity with a product can also predict liking (71). Therefore,

it is expected that those exposed to chili pepper initially in

childhood or within the home are more inclined to consume

it in adulthood, which was observed in three studies in this

literature review (24, 41, 44). Culture also influences what we

are exposed to in our childhood. Reddy et al. demonstrate

in their review discussing the cultural influence of nutrition,

that cultural habits are often developed in childhood and

are difficult to change since the individual internalizes them

(72). Collectively, this suggests that childhood exposure to

chili pepper can predict spicy food use and preferences later
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in life. Additionally, consuming chili pepper daily has been

proposed to cause a long-term desensitization effect, as the nerve

endings consistently become desensitized (30). In Stevenson and

Prescott’s study, consumption of a spicy solution for 2 weeks

decreased perceived burn intensity in participants. Capsaicin

is not a taste but a nerve response, so it is not unusual for

the nerves to desensitize or fatigue when frequently responding

to spicy stimuli (73, 74). Interestingly, capsaicin may also

modulate the texture or taste perception of food, such as the

sweetness from sucrose (75) or the saltiness of NaCl (76). Lyu

et al. (77) found that capsaicin affects thickness discrimination

and perception of soups, regardless of the subject’s habitual

capsaicin use, yet perceived burn intensity differed between

chili users significantly at the 1 and 10 ppm concentrations.

This difference between chili users agrees with the findings in

this literature review. Spicy food preferences have also been

reported as a factor affecting weight loss in head and neck cancer

patients after radiation. Patients with a strong spicy preference

experienced a higher percent weight loss after radiation than

those with a milder preference. Strong spicy food lovers had

the lowest energy intake and highest requirement of tube

feeding after radiation (78). This relationship could provide

insight into how spicy food impacts the oral mucosa and the

importance of screening patients for spicy taste preferences

before radiation.

These collective findings suggest that spicy food can

be less painful with more consumption and more enjoyed

once repeatedly exposed. Repeated exposure is often used

as a strategy for kids to eat foods they initially do not

like, which is similar to the pattern of spicy food. Spicy

food originally is aversive to some due to the pain. Still,

as noted in this literature review, it can be learned to

be liked and influence mealtime food consumption and

sensory desires.

Our cultural experiences also impact how we view and eat

food (79), which aligns well with the findings of this literature

review. Similar consumption patterns were recognized within

cultural groups, but individual taste preference differences

are inevitable. Twin studies have shown that genetics partly

influence food choice and dietary intake (51). Two twin

studies in the present review described correlations between

genetics and spicy taste preferences, but no genetic relationship

was established between PROP taster status and spicy food

preference in the three studies presented here. Outside this

literature review, Ullrich et al. found that PROP tasters who are

traditionally predicted to dislike strong-tasting foods liked hot

sauce and chili peppers when identified as food adventurous

on a personality test (28). Within this review, personality

has been shown to correlate with spicy food preference,

suggesting that personality traits such as sensation seeking,

propensity to take risks, and sensitivity to reward may be a

stronger predictor of spice preference than PROP taster status

(48–50, 52, 80).

Limitations and strengths

This literature review highlights the factors involved in

spicy preference development and how these preferences can

impact eating behavior, but limitations must be considered.

Eleven out of the 38 studies were published before 2010, and

only five were published in the past 3 years. Although it is

essential to consider the evolution of spicy food preference

acquisition findings, scientific understanding has evolved since

1980, and new scientific techniques have been discovered

(81). Additionally, spicy snacks are more common and widely

available across America, so eating habits recorded before

2010 most likely do not reflect common eating habits today.

Most of the studies evaluating the effects of capsaicin on

food intake were randomized control trials, which are not

always generalizable to real-life settings and behaviors. It is

critical to acknowledge that eating behaviors are driven by

personal, social, cultural, environmental, health, and economic

factors (82). Publication bias is another element that should

be considered since this literature review only includes

published original research. These results may not reflect all

the experiments relating to this topic, and published results

may favor positive results. One key strength of this review

was that it included studies conducted on all continents

except Australia and Antarctica. When evaluating spicy taste

preferences across the life course, it’s critical to scrutinize a

global perspective, and 15 different countries were included in

this review.

Conclusions and implications for
practice, policy, and research

Collective findings illustrate the many factors contributing

to spicy taste preference development. We found that many

ethnicities consume chili pepper in their dishes, and those

who consume chili pepper more often have a stronger liking

than those who do not. Repeated exposure can increase

liking, and initial exposure in childhood favors chili pepper

use in adulthood. Personality traits such as sensation seeking

and willingness to take risks are also associated with an

appreciation for chili pepper. These findings illustrate the

diversity of individuals who enjoy spicy food despite its pain

and emphasize the influence of both nature and nurture in

shaping food preferences. Understanding the reasons behind

liking spicy food may be necessary for the food industry

and food service demands. Results for the effects on dietary

intake, however, were less clear. Chili pepper in meals has

been shown to change sensory desires for salty, sweet, and

fatty foods, but energy intake, appetite, and satiety results were

mixed; however, two studies supported capsaicin’s increasing

effect on energy expenditure. Discerning how spicy food

impacts dietary intake can also provide insight into the food
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choice and health outcomes relating to spicy food use. Chili

pepper remains an anti-obesity component of interest, but

future studies are needed to clarify how commonly consumed

capsaicin doses impact appetite and satiety and the potential

mechanisms involved.
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